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1: ECE Conference - ACAMIS
A special strength is the range of languages: although English is the most widely learnt language, chapters focus on
various target languages: Croatian, French, English, German, Italian, Spanish and Ukrainian and the contexts include
China, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Norway, Poland, the Ukraine, and the United Kingdom.

Karen Fidler International School of Beijing As a fiercely child centered teacher of small children for many
years, my pedagogy focuses on learning through inquiry-based play. I collaborate with others to use
technology to facilitate new forms of inviting play in the classroom. Mountains to the Sea: Indoor Adventure
Wanting to bring the energy and benefits of outdoor play indoors, this workshop explores the journey of
transforming ordinary outdoor bikes into globetrotting indoor adventure vehicles. The partnership of tech,
design and school services enabled the children to pedal through varied locations around the world, which
brings engaging opportunities for high energy gross motor play. Come and find out the detailed process we
went through to bring this adventure about and the wonderings that came afterwards. Outdoor equipment can
be brought inside to invigorate play through a sense of discovery just by purposefully adapting the learning
environment. She has been teaching in early years settings for 8 years in Asia. Margaret is from Toronto,
Canada. She has been teaching for 8 years in various educational settings. Beyond the Storybook In this
workshop, we will take you through the journey of how we went beyond the storybook to create a meaningful
and engaging learning experience for young learners. We will share our experienceof how we took the ideas of
our students and transformed our classroom into a living storybook. This led to the students creating their own
stories in various formats and showcasing it to the peers and parents. There will be discussions on how
teachers can transform their classrooms and reflect on how to embrace student ideas by empowering them to
create their own learning environment. We will also address the challenges that we may face as educators and
explore ways for you to adapt our idea into your classrooms. Join us as we use the power of stories to foster
the love of reading and writing through imaginative and creative play. Early Childhood Education, primarily 5
year olds, are my passion and I have worked towards a deeper understanding of the educational development
of this specific group of young people. I am married and have 2 children. Our son recently graduated from
NYU Abu Dhabi and will begin his international school career, while our daughter is attending college
working towards her degree in education. I love to travel and explore new places and cultures, and an avid
reader and lover of literature. Julie Currently in my 15th year working overseas for QSI, I taught high school
and middle school English literature classes and was an IB Coordinator before moving to my current position
in Admissions. My husband and I are originally from California and are raising our 3 sons ages 5, 8, and 10 ,
two of whom came to our family through adoption. Supporting Cognitive and Emotional Development in
Young Learners Video footage of free choice time in an early childhood classroom that demonstrates students
getting their needs met love and belonging, power, freedom, fun, security. Anyone who works with young
children will learn theory and practical approaches to better understand the importance of play and free choice.
Better understand how play can help students get there needs met Choice Theory 2. Will be able to explain
with confidence to parents and others the importance of play and choice Leah Rawlings The International
School of Macao I am an elementary music specialist at the International School of Macao. I have a passion
for literature and for incorporating literature into all areas of my teaching. Bridging Literacy and Music In this
session, we will explore ways in which music and picture books can be combined to engage students in
literacy. Come prepared to sing and play. Classroom teachers are also welcome. Ria employs service based
learning opportunities for children of all ages. She believe in empowering young children in finding a voice to
create positive change in the world. Service learning is possible at all ages, even the youngest learners. They
may be small but they are Mighty! In this session, participants will explore the process of taking classroom
curriculum a step further through Project Based Learning PBL to integrate service learning with core
objectives. With examples with studnets from years old, this workshop will provide concrete examples of how
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the strands of the curriculum can be woven into meaningful service learning experiences for young children.
Teachers and Leaders "Take-away" for the audience:
2: Our Teachers | GLN
An eye on target language use in elementary English classrooms in China. In M. Nikolov (Ed.), Early learning of modern
foreign languages (pp. - ). Bristol: Multilingual Matters.

3: Early learning of modern foreign languages : processes and outcomes in SearchWorks catalog
For a considerable number of years, mother tongue (MT) use has been ostracized in English as a foreign language
(EFL) classrooms as a form of poor teaching that negatively affects target language.

4: Journal of Educational Technology & Society
Peng, J., & Zhang, L. (). An Eye of. Target Language Use in Elementary. English Classrooms in China. In M. An eye on
target language use in elementary English classrooms in China.

5: Chinese Books | Learn Chinese
Early learning of modern foreign languages: processes and outcomes. An eye on target language use in elementary
English classrooms in China / Jing Peng and.

6: 49 best video-å•¯ä»¥ç”¨çš„ideaæˆ–è€…æŒ images on Pinterest | Learn mandarin, Chinese and Learn
An eye on target language use in elementary English classrooms in China. In Nikolov, M. (Ed.): Early learning of modern
foreign languages (pp. - ).

7: Early learning of modern foreign languages - | KsiÄ™garnia BookMaster
Early learning of modern foreign languages: processes and outcomes. [Marianne Nikolov;] -- Modern languages are
offered to young learners at an increasingly early age in many countries; yet few publications have focused on what is
available to children in different contexts.

8: Early Learning of Modern Foreign Languages : Marianne Nikolov :
Peng, J., & Zhang, L. (). An Eye of Target Language Use in Elementary English Classrooms in China. In M. Nikolov,
Early Learning of Modern Languages: Process and Outcomes (pp. ).

9: The LINGUIST List - Search all Linguistic Resources
Students hear the target language Lueth said the Yinghua Academy has a strict rule about not allowing teachers to use
any English in the presence of children. Children will not understand every word being said, she said.
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